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Abstract. The detection of covert timing channels is notoriously a dif-
ficult work due to the high variation of network traffic. The existing
detection methods, mainly based on statistical tests, cannot effectively
detect a variety of covert timing channels. In this paper, we propose a
proactive strategy of detecting covert timing channels. The basic idea is
that a timing fingerprint is embedded into outgoing traffic of the to-be-
protected host in advance. The presence of a covert timing channel is
exposed, provided that the fingerprint is absent from the traffic during
transmission. As a proof of concept, we design and implement a detec-
tion system, which consists of two modules for fingerprint embedding
and checking, respectively. We also perform a series of experiments to
validate if this system works effectively. The results show that it detects
various timing channels accurately and quickly, while has less than 2.4‰
degradation on network performance.

Keywords: timing channel, covert channel, fingerprint embedding,
intrusion detection system.

1 Introduction

Covert timing channel is a mechanism that exploits timing intervals of trans-
mitted packets to convey sensitive information. Due to a large volume of data
over the Internet, network traffic has become an ideal medium for stealthy com-
munication. A cyber attacker can utilize this mechanism for various purposes,
e.g., exfiltrating secrets [25], launching DDoS attacks [13], and tracking network
flows [30]. Under the cover of massive overt traffic, it is generally hard to reveal
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the presence of a covert timing channel. Sometimes, an attacker creates one in
a victim machine even with no additional traffic, only by manipulating the tim-
ings of the existing traffic, under which circumstance the system administrator is
practically unconscious of it. This kind of channels, referred to as passive timing
channels, are more difficult to be detected than active ones.

The detection of covert timing channels is acknowledged as a difficult work all
along. In the current literature, detection methods are mainly based on statistical
tests, which differentiate covert traffic with irregular statistical properties from
legitimate traffic. Empirically, these detection methods are over-sensitive to the
high variation of network traffic, and thereby causes a unacceptable false alarm
rate. Due to the inherent limitation, statistical-test-based detection methods are
strongly dependent of encoding techniques applied in timing channels, and only
accurate in detecting a specific timing channel. Furthermore, if covert traffic is
designed to be statistically approximate to legitimate traffic, these methods are
unable to detect it. In addition, the extraction of statistical properties requires
large test samples. If a covert channel exists, a large amount of sensitive infor-
mation (e.g., possibly, encryption keys or passwords) has already been leaked
before it is detected. In brief, previous detection methods have limitations in
detection effectiveness.

In this paper, we propose a proactive strategy of detecting covert timing
channels. The basic idea is that a secret fingerprint is embedded into outgoing
traffic of the to-be-protected host in advance. Meanwhile, a detector, which is
located in the transmission path of the protected traffic, checks if the traffic
still retains the fingerprint. The presence of a covert timing channel is exposed,
provided that the fingerprint is absent.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proactive strategy, we design and imple-
ment a detection system targeting passive timing channels, whose covert encoder
resides on the intermediate routers/gateways or low-layer network protocol stack
of the victim machine. The detection system consists of two modules: ADAPTOR
and CHECKER. ADAPTOR is installed on the machine in protection, and the purpose
is to embed a specific fingerprint shared with CHECKER into each flow of network
traffic; CHECKER is located on the intrusion detection system (IDS) to examine
the presence of the fingerprint in passing traffic. To evaluate the performance of
our detection system, we also conduct a series of experiments to validate if the
detection system works effectively. In the experiments, it can successfully detect
existing timing channels and raw legitimate traffic with no fingerprint, which in-
dicates that the performance of our detection method is independent of channel
encoding methods. Moreover, the results show that our system can detect covert
traffic not only accurately but also quickly, while has little influence on network
performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the
related work in timing channels. After that, we introduce the communication
scenario, the system model and the adversary model. In Section 4, we describe
the structure of our detection system. Then we validate the effectiveness of this
system. Finally, we conclude the paper.
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2 Related Work

The timing of some events can leak secret information in a manner that compro-
mises security properties. In side timing channels, attackers exploit the fact that
the time for executing a cryptographic algorithm is data dependent. Specifically,
key information can be extracted through precise measurements of the time [17].
Side-channel timing attacks have also been proved to be practical over a network
[4,3,7]. In addition, it has been shown that such attacks are effective not only
on cryptosystems but also in other scenarios [8,27]. However, the focus of this
paper is on deliberate information leakage from timing channels established by
a premeditated adversary rather than unintentional leakage from side channels.

Inter-packet delays in network traffic can be used as a medium for data stealth
transfer. This kind of communication channel, which is not intended for data
transfer, is usually called “covert channel” [19]. Compared with network storage
channel, which exploits the redundancy of network protocols, timing channel is
more stealthy due to the cover of varying overt traffic.

The recent literature is not lack of practical exploitation of covert timing
channels. Since the first IP covert timing channel came into being [6], channel
exploitation has made great progress over the years. In [25], Shah et al. designed a
device called Jitterbug, which can extract typed information and leak it through
a timing channel. This is a typical example of real-world network timing channels.
Gianvecchio et al. [10] proposed a model-based covert timing channel, which
mimics the distribution of legitimate traffic. Liu et al. [20] introduced spreading
codes to encode messages for the purpose of increasing the robustness of timing
channel. Sellke et al. [24] proposed the “L-bits to N-packets” encoding scheme in
order to build a high-capacity covert timing channel. In general, the research on
network covert timing channel exploitation has been done from three aspects:
undetectability [5,10,28,18], robustness [14,20], capacity [2,34,32].

Covert timing channel can be categorized into two types: active and passive.
In an active channel, the sender generates additional network packets to embed
covert information and needs to compromise the host for the total control over
it. While in a passive channel, the sender just compromises the I/O device [25] or
low-level network protocol stack [33], or resides in the middle nodes (e.g., routers
or gateways) [21,34], manipulating the existing network traffic. In general, it is
harder to discover passive channels due to their parasitism on overt ones. Addi-
tionally, in terms of encoding techniques, passive channels usually maintain the
inter-packet dependencies of legitimate traffic, and thus, are hardly detectable.
The detection of them has become a challenging work.

There is another form of passive timing channel, i.e., network flow watermark,
intended for packet traceback. Wang et al. [31] develop a watermark, aiming to
correlate “stepping stones”, by means of sightly changing the timing of flow-
based packets. This technique can also be used to correlate encrypted VoIP calls
even in anonymous networks [30].

To eliminate the threat from covert timing channels, researchers have pro-
posed a series of solutions: fuzzy time [15], jammers [11], pump [16], etc. The
fundamental idea among them is to insert random interrupts in order to lower
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the channel capacity boundary. However, network suffers performance degrada-
tion therefrom. In addition, covert timing channel is still able to exist but with a
poor bandwidth. By comparison, it might be preferable to adopt passive traffic
analysis, namely channel detection, which aims to differentiate covert traffic from
normal traffic. The research on this field has attracted a lot of attention in re-
cent years, and meanwhile, a series of detection techniques have been developed
[6,2,22,9]. The most noteworthy among these, supposedly, is the entropy-based
method [9]. This method utilizes entropy and conditional entropy to detect the
anomaly in first-order and high-order statistics, respectively. Compared with the
others, empirically, it has a better performance in detecting various covert tim-
ing channels. Even so, it still can be defeated by some mimicry-based encoding
techniques [28,18].

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Communication Scenario

A covert timing channel consists of a covert encoder sending secrets by modu-
lating network event timings, and a decoder extracting secrets by observing the
timings. In reality, the covert encoder is not necessarily the sender of network
traffic. Specifically, it can be located in the transmission path, and manipulates
the delays of passing-by packets. Sometimes, an attacker may choose to create
such a passive channel instead of an active one, the reasons of which include:
1) sometimes the creation of a passive channel does not require a compromised
host. 2) the generation of additional traffic is prone to exposing the presence
of a covert channel, whereas a passive channel can avoid this risk. There has
been recognized difficulty in mitigating the security threat from such channels.
In this paper, we target passive channels to demonstrate the feasibility of our
proactive strategy. For the sake of clarity, we elaborate that, in the scenario of
covert communication we are concerned with, as shown in Figure 1, the covert
encoder can reside on the intermediate routers/gateways near the overt sender,
or even on the compromised output device or low-layer network protocol stack
of the same machine as the overt sender. We note that the scenario of Jitterbug
[25], which compromises an input channel, is not in the application scope of our
proof-of-concept implementation.

3.2 System Model

In a general system model of network covert communication, there is another
role besides a covert encoder and decoder, that is, a network warden, residing
between the covert encoder and decoder and monitoring the passing messages
[12]. There are mainly two types of wardens in the literature of covert timing
channel:

– A passive warden can detect the presence of covert timing channels, but
cannot alter the existing traffic.
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Fig. 1. Communication Scenario

– An active warden can alter the timings of existing traffic to eliminate or
disrupt covert timing channels.

In this paper, we introduce a new type of warden, which is an active one but
intended for detection. Specifically, the warden embeds a specific timing finger-
print into the newly generated traffic by slightly altering inter-packet delays, and
meanwhile, he is located in the transmission path and detects if the transmitted
packets still retain the specific fingerprint.

3.3 Adversary Model

In some cases of passive channels, the location of an adversary is physically
separated from the overt sender, e.g., intermediate routers/gateways, so the ad-
versary is unable to directly access secrets in the victim machine. On the other
hand, an adversary might reside in some important components of the victim
machine, e.g., the output device or low-layer network protocol stack, and thus,
have an opportunity to steal secrets about fingerprint information. To consider
the worst situation, we assume the adversary has the ability to compromise the
host; then he can grab desirable information.

We also assume that virtualization technology is implemented in the to-be-
protected machine. Such assumption is realistic because this technology has
been widely applied in personal computers, servers, and workstations. The self-
protection of secrets about specific fingerprints and fingerprint embedding code
can be addressed by applying the SIM [26] framework. Even if an adversary com-
promises the OS kernel, he is unable to know about the fingerprints or disable
the code.

4 Detection System

The detection system consists of two modules: ADAPTOR and CHECKER. ADAPTOR,
which is installed on the to-be-protected machine, embeds a specific fingerprint
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into each flow of network traffic. CHECKER, installed on the IDS, which is located
on the edge of the LAN, checks if the passing traffic still retains the fingerprint.
Figure 2 shows the overview of our detection system.
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Fig. 2. System Overview

In the practical implementation, ADAPTOR and CHECKER agree a priori on the
knowledge about fingerprint patterns, including the specific encoding/decoding
method and the involved secrets (e.g., sensitive parameters or random number
seeds). ADAPTOR can be installed on multiple to-be-protected machines in a LAN,
but the fingerprint patterns may be distinct from each other. CHECKER is only
required to be installed on the boundary between the LAN and the outside
world, and thus, is responsible to check all the traffic generated from protected
machines in the LAN. CHECKER should maintain a list of services in protection
and corresponding fingerprint patterns in use. The pair of each ADAPTOR and
CHECKER constitutes a trusted transmission path. If the timing interval pattern
of a flow deviates from the expected one, a covert timing channel probably
exits in the corresponding transmission path. A warning will be given to the
security administrator once CHECKER detects such traffic anomaly. The ADAPTOR
and CHECKER modules are detailed in the following subsections.

4.1 ADAPTOR

The main task of the ADAPTOR module is to change the timing characteristic
of the original traffic, which is intended to leave its fingerprint on the trans-
mitted traffic. As an exemplary implementation, we place ADAPTOR between the
OS kernel and network interface card. ADAPTOR intercepts TCP/IP packets just
generated from the OS. The original traffic is stored temporarily in a buffer,
waiting to be forwarded at an elaborately planned time. ADAPTOR classifies the
traffic into individual flows based on protocol, source and destination port and
IP address, and then calculates intervals between adjacent packets of each flow.
The transmission time of each packet is determined according to the original
intervals and the fingerprint pattern. ADAPTOR finally forwards the manipulated
packets to network interface card. Figure 3 shows the workflow of ADAPTOR.

Fingerprint Encoding. There is a basic principle regarding fingerprint en-
coding, that is, the timing of the original traffic cannot be altered a lot. If the
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packets are delayed for a long time, the network performance will suffer penalty
seriously. We note that, this is similar to the negative effect of current disruption
techniques, which reduces covert channel capacity by adding random delays to
traffic. For this reason, a slight change in packet intervals is only allowed when
fingerprint information is encoded into the original traffic.

We develop a simple fingerprint encoding scheme for the detection system.
The sequence of original times when packets are delivered from the kernel is de-
noted as {t1, ..., tn} here. To mark the traffic generated from the to-be-protected
machine, we add a slight delay noted by τi to each element of the sequence. So
the new sequence of altered times when packets are forwarded by ADAPTOR turns
out to be {t′1, ..., t′n}, where t′i = ti+ τi. The fingerprint of ADAPTOR is marked on
the resulting inter-packet delays IPDi = t′i+1 − t′i, which satisfies the following
equation:

IPDi mod ω = 0

where ω is a time parameter, referred to as the fingerprint pattern.
We can infer that the delay τi is less than ω all the time. Therefore, the

parameter ω determines the maximum delay to packet transmission time, and
hence, directly affects the network performance.

An example is given below to help the understanding of the fingerprint en-
coding scheme. We assume ω = 1000us, and the sequence of original intervals is
{375, 17790, 3889, 8456, 55322}us. To make each interval be an integral multiple
of ω, ADAPTOR adds a delay to each packet, and consequently, the sequence of
altered intervals turns out to be {1000, 18000, 4000, 9000, 56000}us.

Influencing Factors. As described above, the delays manipulated by ADAPTOR,
which are bounded from above by the parameter ω, cannot be too long in consid-
eration of user experience. On the other hand, if ω is small, the fingerprint will
be wrongly decoded on the module CHECKER side although no intentional change
occurs during transmission. There are several factors influencing the accuracy
rate of fingerprint decoding.

The major one is jitter. In the context of computer networks, jitter, also re-
ferred to as packet delay variation, represents an average of the deviation from
the packet mean latency over a network. From another perspective, it indicates
that a network has inconstant latency, and there always exists a difference be-
tween an inter-packet delay on the sender side and that on the receiver side.
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A packet forwarded later may even reach at an earlier time due to the large net-
work jitter. The timing fingerprint cannot avoid the disturbance from network
jitter during packet transmission.

To ensure CHECKER decodes the fingerprint correctly under the existence of
jitter, ω must be at least two times larger than the largest jitter in a LAN. To
demonstrate this, we assume that ADAPTOR sends the i-th packet at t′i time, and
the packet is transmitted with an average delay of θ and a random jitter of γ
which is bounded by the inequality −γmax ≤ γ ≤ γmax, where γmax denotes the
longest jitter. Then the CHECKER observes the very packet at t+ θ+ γ. Figure 4
shows two extreme cases in which the observed intervals are changed by 2γmax.
Therefore, to counter network jitter, the parameter ω should be much larger
than 2γmax.

i i+1 i+2

1 2

1 max 2 max

i i maxi max i+1 i+1 maxi+1 max i+2 i+2 maxi+2 max

Fig. 4. Jitters involved in transmission

In addition, clock skew is another influencing factor. As a matter of fact, the
clock frequencies of the protected machine and IDS where two modules are in-
stalled respectively may not be completely identical. Although the difference is
rather small, it poses a non-ignorable obstacle to the precise fingerprint embed-
ding. Empirically, there is indeed a linear relationship between the timing shifts
and intervals. The asynchrony can be addressed by estimating the timing ratio
between the clock of the protected machine and that of the IDS as follows. The
protected machine transmits two packets with an interval of θ, and then the
corresponding interval θ′ in us is obtained on the IDS. The ratio is simply θ/θ′.
The timing intervals observed in the IDS will be finally multiplied by this ratio
so that the clocks are adjusted to be synchronous.

4.2 CHECKER

CHECKER is used in conjunction with ADAPTOR. It sits on the IDS of a LAN, and
takes charge of all outbound traffic from protected hosts in the LAN. Firstly, the
IDS monitors traffic of inside network via a mirroring port which carries a copy
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of outbound traffic. CHECKER then singles out the traffic in protection according
to the maintained list. Sequently, since fingerprint embedding is flow based,
CHECKER should classify the picked traffic into individual flows based on the traffic
5-tuple. Each flow will be examined for the presence of the expected fingerprint.
If the fingerprint is absent, it implies that there is probably a covert timing
channel in the transmission path. Figure 5 shows the workflow of CHECKER.

FINGERPRINT
CHECKING

TRACE
SEPARATOR

NIC

DROPPING

FINGERPRINT-CHECKER

NON-SUSPICIOUS

ALERTSUSPICIOUS ADMINISTRATOR

Fig. 5. The workflow of CHECKER

Fingerprint Decoding. CHECKER takes the reverse operation of fingerprint em-
bedding to determine if packet intervals retain the expected fingerprint pattern.
For decoding, we assume the sequence of packets reaches the IDS at the times

of {T1, ..., Tn}. Each inter-packet delay is then denoted as ̂IPDi = Ti+1−Ti. To
remove the effect of network jitter detailed in Section 4.1, the decoding of the
fingerprint allows each interval has small fluctuation. The decoding algorithm is

given as follows: if −β ≤ ̂IPDi ≤ β (mod ω), where β is a tolerance parameter,
then the fingerprint is identified as present; otherwise, the fingerprint is identified
as absent. Obviously, the selection of β depends on the amount of network jitter
in the LAN. To tolerate the worst cases, β should be no less than the double of
the largest jitter γmax.

In addition, to counter bad network conditions, we utilize a tolerant mecha-
nism for determining whether a covert timing channel exits. If the fingerprint
pattern is absent in an interval, the corresponding packet is flagged as illegit-
imate. When an illegitimate packet comes along, a burglar alert will not be
immediately sent out. Actually, only a lot of illegitimate packets during a period
will trigger the IDS to send an alert to system administrator. We use the density
of illegitimate packets to indicate the health condition of the host in protection.
More specifically, we record the number of illegitimate packets among the pre-
vious 10 ones. If this number exceeds a threshold, the trusted transmission path
is identified to contain a covert timing channel.

4.3 Security Enhancement

There are some potential attacks against the naive fingerprint encoding method.
To mitigate these attacks, two security-enhanced schemes based upon the naive
one are presented hereinafter.
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Potential Attacks. The fingerprint encoding method has some drawbacks that
can be exploited by an attacker to forge the fingerprint pattern in use or evade
fingerprint checking. We discuss potential attacks in the following paragraphs.

1. Forging fingerprint After the fingerprint is embedded, packet intervals turn
into be multiples of the parameter ω. An attacker located on a router inside
the LAN can eavesdrop the traffic delivered from the host in protection
and extract the value of ω. If ω is not changed constantly, the attacker is
able to forge ADAPTOR’s fingerprint and embed it into covert traffic. CHECKER
will identify covert traffic with forged fingerprint as legitimate, and thereby,
covert traffic can pass through CHECKER undetected.

2. Invalidating censorship The parameter ω is generally much smaller than
the mean intervals of legitimate traffic. Some simple encoding schemes of
timing channels encode bit information in fixed and relatively long intervals,
e.g., IP-PCTC [34] transmits 0-bit by a 5ms interval and 1-bit by a 12ms
interval. Thus, the intervals of covert traffic happen to be multiples of ω.
If those channels can manipulate packet delays exactly on the millisecond,
CHECKER also fails to detect them.

Enhanced Schemes. One solution is to constantly change the parameter ω.
ADAPTOR and CHECKER are assumed to negotiate a set of ω values in advance.
For instance, there are 10 elements in the set, ranging from 1000us to 1900us
with the gradient of 100us. The parameter values are indexed from 0 through
9, respectively. We also assume ADAPTOR and CHECKER share a pseudo-random
sequence of integers that range from 0 to 9. The random seed and the set of
values used by ADAPTOR can be protected by the hypervisor in the host from
being stolen, as described in Section 3.3. For each inter-packet delay, ω value
to be used in the encoding algorithm is determined according to the newly
generated random number. Meanwhile, the same process is applied to decode
the fingerprint.

Another solution is to introduce another more secure parameter in the en-
coding algorithm. We assume ADAPTOR and CHECKER share a pseudo-random bit
stream {r1, ..., rn}. The random seed used by ADAPTOR can protected in the same
way as hereinbefore. The encoding algorithm turns into be as follows:

IPDi mod ω =

{
0, if ri = 0;
ω
2 , if ri = 1.

where IPDi is the resulting inter-packet delay as before, and ω is also the same
as before. To decode the fingerprint, the following algorithm is used:

ri =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0, if −β ≤ ̂IPDi ≤ β (mod ω);

1, if ω/2− β ≤ ̂IPDi ≤ ω/2 + β (mod ω);
invalid, otherwise.

We note that this enhanced scheme is inspired by Jitterbug [25]. This solution
can be combined with the former to achieve more secure properties.
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5 Implementation and Evaluation

We implemented a prototype in a real network environment to validate the
effectiveness of our detection strategy. In this section, we first describe the im-
plementation details at a high level. Then, we measure the maximum network
jitter, based on which we determine the parameter ω and β. Finally, our de-
tection test is performed against two existing timing channels: MBCTC [10]
and Jitterbug [25]. Furthermore, we test if the detection method works against
legitimate traffic that has no fingerprint embedded.

The evaluation criterions include false positive rate, false negative rate, detec-
tion latency, and performance penalty. An ideal detection method achieves both
low false positive and false negative rate, while has small detection latency and
little influence on system performance. Generally, conventional detection tests
are unable to satisfy the first three due to their inherent limitation that comes
with statistical tests. The purpose of our proposed idea is to conquer this limita-
tion, thereby achieving a high performance on detection regardless of encoding
techniques used in covert timing channels.

5.1 Implementation Details

Our design goal is to be effective in detecting passive timing channels as much
as possible. We implemented ADAPTOR in Linux environment as a kernel mod-
ule, which can embed its fingerprint into a newly-generated packet. Netfilter
[23] hooks were utilized to intercept packets. For fingerprint encoding, we used
udelay() function to add delays to the original packets. This is because the
manipulation of intervals when embedding a fingerprint needs to be very pre-
cise. Additionally, we disabled Large Segment Offload feature, which alleviates
the burden of operating system by allowing it to assemble large packets and
by transferring the task of disassembling large packets into smaller segments to
NIC. This technology has been widely deployed in Linux since kernel 2.6.18. The
host in our prototype runs a Linux OS with kernel version 2.6.35.

We implemented CHECKER as a module of an IDS in Windows environment.
The IDS and the hosts in protection are located within the same LAN. For this
reason, the switch of the IDS is configured to mirror all the outbound traffic to
the IDS port. CHECKER only need to monitor the outbound traffic and record
packet arriving times. This module was implemented using WinPcap [1].

5.2 Parameter Determination

In order to counter the ubiquitous existence of network jitter, the parameters ω
and β are introduced in fingerprint encoding and decoding algorithms (detailed
in Section 4.1 and 4.2). More specifically, β is set to tolerate bad network con-
ditions and hence no less than jitter, while ω should be much larger than β so
as to have a high detection effectiveness. From a statistical perspective, packet
intervals with no fingerprint modulo ω uniformly fall in the range [−ω

2 ,
ω
2 ], so

the probability that they fall in the tolerant range [−β, β] is 2β
ω . When this
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value is small, the situation that an illegitimate packet is wrongly identified as
legitimate occurs with a low probability. We set the ratio of 2β

ω to be 1
20 . For

example, when ω is 400us, the fingerprint pattern is valid if an observed interval
is in [k ∗ ω − 10, k ∗ ω + 10]us (k ∈ N+).

Since ADAPTOR and CHECKER both reside in the LAN, the variation of network
latency is intuitively rather small. To investigate the real jitter in a LAN, we
conducted a series of experiments as follows. We sent from ADAPTOR 4 test sets
of packets, whose intervals are multiples of 50us, 200us, 800us, and 1000us, re-
spectively. Each test set has 1027 packets (1026 intervals). On the CHECKER side,
we calculated the mean and standard deviation of observed intervals modulo the
respective parameter value, as shown in Table 1. Note that the count represents
the number of intervals beyond the tolerant range. We can observe that when
ω = 800us, the false alarm rate is very low, only 0.19%, which is acceptable. In
fact, approximately 85 percent of intervals modulo 800us gather within the range
[−10, 10]us. We choose ω = 800us and β = 20us in the following experiments.

Table 1. Timing Jitters

Parameter/us Mean/us StdDev/us2 Count Ratio

50 -0.3655 8.09576 908 88.50%

200 0.04191 7.9225 140 13.65%

800 0.14352 8.1617 2 0.19%

1000 0.16179 10.19637 2 0.19%

5.3 Detection

Real Timing Channels. To investigate the effectiveness of our detection sys-
tem, we performed the detection test against existing timing channels: MBCTC
[10] and Jitterbug [25]. We only concern about their encoding methods. We im-
plement their encoding methods with ADAPTOR disabled, which means no finger-
print is embedded in their traffic. For MBCTC, we utilize HTTP traffic, which
is extracted from NZIX-II data sets [29], as the modeling objective. We fit a
set of 100 packets to a model and use the model to generate covert traffic. For
Jitterbug, we use SSH traffic, also from NZIX-II data sets, to transfer covert
information. The timing window is set at 20 milliseconds, and a pseudo-random
sequence of integers is used to smooth out interval patterns, as suggested by
Shah et al. [25].

As illustrated in Figure 6, the number of illegitimate packets among the pre-
vious 10 ones rises rapidly when the transmission of covert packets starts. We set
the threshold to be 5. This indicates if the number exceeds 5, the traffic will be
identified as illegitimate, and then an alert will be sent to the security adminis-
trator. Based on this given threshold, the detection latency and effect is given in
Table 2. We can see that no more than 7 packets (6 intervals) have been sent out
before the presence of a timing channel is detected. In addition, the test main-
tains both 0% false positive rate and false negative rate. Our detection method
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Fig. 6. Detection against real timing channels

achieves much higher detection performance compared to statistical-test-based
detection methods, which not only require thousands of packets to analyze traffic
behavior, but also have over sensitivity to the high variation of traffic [9].

Table 2. Detection latency and effect

MBCTC JitterBug

Latency/interval 6 6

Information Disclosure/bit 6 6

False Positive Rate 0% 0%

False Negative Rate 0% 0%

Raw Legitimate Traffic. To validate the effectiveness of our detection system
further, we conducted the detection test against raw legitimate traffic which is
legitimate but with no fingerprint. We replayed HTTP traces from NZIX-II data
sets. During the experiment, we enabled and disabled ADAPTOR alternately, as
shown in Figure 7. After ADAPTOR is disabled at the 16th packet, the abnormal
count reaches up to 10 immediately and then stays around there. When ADAPTOR

is enabled again at the 56th packet, the abnormal count decreases gradually to
0. This experimental result shows that even legitimate traffic can be detected by
this test as long as it has no fingerprint. From another aspect, it indicates the
effectiveness of our detection method is independent of encoding methods. That
is to say, no matter how approximate covert traffic can be to legitimate overt
traffic, this method is still successful in detecting it.

5.4 Network Performance

Since packets are delayed when ADAPTOR’s fingerprint is embedded, network per-
formance degrades more or less. To estimate the practical performance penalty,
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Fig. 7. Detection against raw legitimate traffic

the test machine sent 2 sets of HTTP packets, which are selected from the pre-
vious traffic. The first set consists of low-density traffic, while the second one is
highly dense. We calculated the difference between the total transmission time
with ADAPTOR and that without ADAPTOR. The penalty is set as the ratio of the
difference and the transmission time without ADAPTOR, as given in Table 3. We
consider the performance penalty of no more than 2.4‰ to be acceptable.

Table 3. Performance Penalty

Test set Number of intervals Mean Sum(without adaptor) Sum(with adaptor) Penalty

1 10000 0.91s 9070.45s 9074.59s 0.46‰
2 10000 0.17s 1681.52s 1685.56s 2.40‰

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We introduced a proactive strategy of detecting covert timing channels. The
basic idea is that a timing fingerprint is embedded into outgoing traffic of the
to-be-protected host in advance. If a covert timing channel exits in the transmis-
sion path, the fingerprint will probably be disrupted, and thereby the presence
of the timing channel can be detected. We described our detection system, a
proof-of-concept implementation aiming at passive timing channels. This sys-
tem consists of the ADAPTOR module and CHECKER module: the former is located
on the machine in protection, and the purpose is to embed a specific fingerprint
into each flow of network traffic; the latter resides on the IDS of the same LAN
to examine if the passing traffic retains the fingerprint.

We then applied our detection system to detect covert timing channels. The
experimental results show that it can detect various existing timing channels
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accurately and quickly. Even raw legitimate traffic with no fingerprint is also
detectable by this system. This indicates that the performance of our detection
techniques is independent of channel encoding methods. Finally, we showed that
the penalty on network performance is acceptably small.

The arms race between covert timing channel design and detection techniques
has been ongoing. In this paper, we suggested some simple ideas to the design of
detection systems. We hope our proactive techniques can open a new perspective
for researchers. To further improve the proactive detection scheme, we plan to
investigate this direction in the future.
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